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Motivation 

  Discrete spectroscopy 

 Energies of discrete  
 [2+, 3-, etc.] levels 

 Reduced transition 
 matrix elements [B(E2)] 

  Continuous spectroscopy 

 Level density, spacing 

 Radiative strength function  



Motivation (continued) 

  Nuclear structure 
–  Level spacing → regularity, chaos 
–  Sudden changes in LD → (phase) transitions 
–  Resonances in RSF → simple excitation modes 

  Applications (Hauser-Feshbach cross sections) 
–  Astrophysical reactions 
–  Medical isotope production 
–  Reactor technology, transmutation of waste, stockpile 

stewardship, production of rare isotope beams 



Level density measurements 

  Counting of discrete levels (up to 50/MeV) 
  Counting of neutron (proton) resonances (need 

corrections) 
  Evaporation spectra 
  Ericson fluctuation 
  Fluctuation analysis of giant resonances 
  ‘Oslo method’ 



Level density (theory) 

  Path-integral methods 
–  Static path+random phase approximation 
–  Shell Model Monte Carlo 

  Higher moments of the Hamiltonian 
  Combinatorial methods 



RSF measurements 

  Photoneutron cross sections and photon 
scattering 

  Primary γ intensities after neutron capture, two-
step-cascade intensities 

  Total γ spectrum fitting method (hot GDRs) 
  ‘Oslo method’  



RSF (theory) 

  Nuclear response to simple electromagnetic 
operators (random phase approximation) 

  Giant electric dipole resonance: 
–  Shape fluctuation models 
–  Collisional damping model 

  Other effects 
–  Strength fluctuations 
–  Superradiance 



The Oslo method explained 

  Excitation-energy indexed total γ spectra from 
(3He,αγ) and (3He,3He’γ) reactions at ~40 MeV 



The experimental setup 



The Oslo method explained (II) 

  Unfolding 

  First generation 

  Factorization (Brink-Axel) 



More details about the Oslo method 

  First-generation method requires normalization 
of spectra (multiplicity/singles) 

  Factorization requires a priori knowledge of  
–  level density at two energies (counting of discrete 

levels, resonance spacing) and  
–  total radiative strength function at one energy (total 

average radiative widths of neutron resonances) 



Test of results (level densities) 

  162Dy only Oslo method   56Fe Oslo ↔ evaporation 



Test of results (RSF) 

  148Sm   28Si 



Further tests and comparisons 

  148,149Sm 



Highlights of results so far 

Level density 
  Steps in level density 

correspond to successive 
breaking of Cooper pairs 

  S-shape of canonical heat 
capacity curve 

  Thermodynamical phase 
transition 

Radiative strength function 
  Presence of a 6.5 µN

2 
resonance at ~3 MeV in 
deformed rare earth nuclei 

  Low energy enhancement of 
radiative strength function 
below 2.5 MeV in Mo and Fe 

  Pygmy resonance in stable 
Sn isotopes 



Step in level densities 

  Steps in level density correspond to breaking of 
successive Cooper pairs 



The best staircase: 116Sn 

  117Sn + 3He 

FIG. 4. Experimental entropies for 116,117Sn.
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Level density → thermodynamics 

  Microcanonical 
 Requires energy bins ΔE 
over which ρ(E) behaves 

  Canonical 
 Formalism for fixed T, 
not E 



S-shaped heat capacity 

  S-shape instead of discontinuity in CV(T) curve 
  Phase transition in a finite system 
  Many calculations 

–  SPA 
–  SMMC  
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Heat capacity as a function of temperature
for 94Mo. Solid and dashed curves as in Fig. 1. Experimental
data (dotted line) are taken from [29]. There is good qualitative
agreement of the experimental data with the NPSPA. In particular,
the temperatures of maximum local enhancement of the CV curves
over a Fermi gas agree well between the experiment and the NPSPA.

poles in the complex temperature plane [32] suggests that the
pairing phase transition exists for mass A > 100 but not for
A < 100. This interpretation seems to be consistent with the
results obtained here.

The S shape has also been discussed to be correlated
with the breaking of nucleon Cooper pairs [4,9]. Therefore,
we further investigate the neutron pairing properties in the
calculations.2 In Fig. 4, we show the neutron effective pairing
gap !n

E in the SPA and !̃n
E = G〈0(β)|P̂N P̂ |0(β)〉 in the

NPSPA, relative to their values at T = 0. The suppression of
!n

E is well correlated in temperature with the presence of the S
shape of the heat capacity in Fig. 1, consistent with the results
of Refs. [4,9]. Thus, the S shape in Figs. 1, 2, and 3 can be
understood in terms of the suppression of the effective pairing
gap and the effects of number projection. Previously, we
have identified the inflection point of the effective pairing-gap
curve as the temperature at which the pairing transition takes
place [8]. As seen from the respective curves for 172Yb in
Fig. 4, this inflection point is close to the temperature 0.5 MeV

2The neutron pairing properties are very similar to the ones of proton
pairing, therefore, proton pairing is not discussed separately in this
work.
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Heat capacity as a function of temperature
for 56Fe. Solid and dashed curves as in Fig. 1.
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Effective pairing gap as a function of
temperature for 172Yb, 94Mo, and 56Fe. Solid and dashed curves as in
Fig. 1.

at which the heat-capacity curves peak.3 For 94Mo and 56Fe,
the respective inflection points of 0.65 MeV and 0.9 MeV
are also close to the local maxima of their CV curves.

As the experimental counterpart of the effective pairing gap,
we have proposed in our previous work thermal odd-even mass
differences (TOEMD) as a direct measure of the size of pairing
correlations [8], and we have used them as indicators in our
study of pairing phase transitions in 184W [9] and 94−97Mo [10].
We obtained in the one case a drastic in the other case a gradual
decrease of the TOEMD, and we found that this signal is well
correlated with the S shape of the heat capacity. According
to Ref. [8], the sudden decrease of the thermal odd-even mass
differences is interpreted as a rapid breaking of nucleon Cooper
pairs. Figure 5 shows the comparison between the effective

3To obtain a precise estimate of the inflection point, we differentiate
the effective pairing-gap curves with respect to temperature.

FIG. 5. (Color online) Comparison between the experimental
TOEMD (solid line) extracted according to Eq. (28) and the effective
neutron pairing gap (dashed line) as a function of temperature for
94Mo.
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More thermodynamics 

  Investigation of microcanonical caloric curve 
  Single-particle entropy (odd-even difference) 
  Zeros of complex-T partition function 
  Linearized Helmholtz free energy 
  Geometric definition of ‘mesoscopic’ caloric 

curve from temperature-energy probability 
distributions 

  Thermodynamic language in finite systems? 



Results for the RSF 

  Low-energy resonance in deformed rare-earth nuclei 



A closer look at the 172Yb RSF 

  Separation of RSF into four components 
–  KMF E1 
–  M1 spin-flip 
–  E2 GQR 
–  Soft dipole 



Is the soft resonance E1 or M1? 



Two-step-cascade method 

  Neutron s-capture 
  Parity of initial state 

  Two steps to g.s. 
  Parity of final state 



Two-step-cascade method (II) 

  Sum of RSFs known 



Results from experiment 

  TSC intensities to four levels investigated 
–  Two positive parity final states 
–  Two negative parity final states 

  All TSC intensities can be described by  
–  Oslo level density 
–  Oslo radiative strength function (+ decomposition) 
–  M1 multipolarity of soft resonance 

  Strength of resonance: B(M1↑)=6.5µN
2 



An unexpected discovery 

  Soft transitions between warm states in Fe 



Confirmation with the TSC method 

  Extraction of soft primary transitions 



Experimental result 

  Description of TSC intensities with Oslo results 



Low-energy RSF enhancement 
2

FIG. 1: Experimental level densities from the (3He,!) (filled circles)
and the (3He,3He’) (open circles) reaction. The data from the new
analysis is compared with previously published data [6].

should not be used for " energies lower than the experimen-
tal data points. In the extreme case when E" → 0, it is clear
that the description is totally unrealistic as it gives wrong "
multiplicity.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The radiative strength function of 96Mo has been reana-
lyzed giving a slightly less pronounced enhancement at lower
"-ray energies. The data points at and below the 778 keV
2+ → 0+ transition have been omitted. Since extraction of
level density is coupled to the radiative strength function, new
level densities have also been presented.
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Pygmy resonance in Sn isotopes 
LEVEL DENSITIES AND γ -RAY STRENGTH . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C 81, 064311 (2010)
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FIG. 12. (Color online) Comparison of theoretical predictions including pygmy fits with experimental measurements for 116−119Sn. The
total strengths (solid lines) are modeled as Gaussian pygmy additions to the GLO (E1 + M1) baselines. The SLO (E1 + M1) baselines are also
shown, failing to reproduce the measurements for low Eγ . The arrows indicate the neutron separation energies Sn. (Upper left panel) Comparison
of theoretical predictions of 119Sn with the Oslo measurements, 117Sn(γ ,n) from Utsunomiya et al. [29], 119Sn(γ ,x) from Fultz et al. [31],
and 119Sn(γ ,n) from Varlamov et al. [30]. (Upper right panel) Comparison of theoretical predictions of 117Sn with the Oslo measurements,
117Sn(γ ,n) from Utsunomiya et al. [29], 117Sn(γ ,x) from Fultz et al. [31], 117Sn(γ ,x) from Varlamov et al. [32], and 117Sn(γ ,x) from Leprêtre
et al. [33]. (Lower left panel) Comparison of theoretical predictions of 118Sn with the Oslo measurements multiplied with 1.8 (filled squares)
(the measurements with the original normalization are also included as open squares), 116Sn(γ ,n) from Utsunomiya et al. [29], 118Sn(γ ,x) from
Fultz et al. [31], 118Sn(γ ,x) from Varlamov et al. [32], and 118Sn(γ ,x) from Leprêtre et al. [33]. (Lower right panel) Comparison of theoretical
predictions of 116Sn with the Oslo measurements, 116Sn(γ ,n) from Utsunomiya et al. [29], 116Sn(γ ,x) from Fultz et al. [31], 116Sn(γ ,x) from
Varlamov et al. [32], and 116Sn(γ ,x) from Leprêtre et al. [33].

for the different nuclei is gratifying. As is seen in Fig. 12, these
theoretical predictions describe the measurements rather well.

The pygmy centroids of all the isotopes are estimated to
be around 8.0(1) MeV. It is noted that an earlier experiment
by Winhold et al. [36] using the (γ ,n) reactions determined
the pygmy centroids for 117,119Sn to approximately 7.8 MeV,

in agreement with our measurements. Extra strength has
been added in the energy region of ∼4–11 MeV. The total
integrated pygmy strengths are 30(15) MeV mb for all four
isotopes. This constitutes 1.7(9)% of the classical Thomas-
Reiche-Kuhn (TRK) sum rule, assuming all pygmy strength is
E1. Even though these resonances are rather small compared

TABLE VI. Parameters used for the theoretical γ -ray strength functions of 116−119Sn. The value of Tf in 118Sn has been found for the
measured strength function multiplied by 1.8.

Nucleus EE1 "E1 σE1 EM1 "M1 σM1 Tf

(MeV) (MeV) (mb) (MeV) (MeV) (mb) (MeV)

119Sn 15.53 4.81 253.0 8.34 4.00 0.963 0.40(1)
118Sn 15.59 4.77 256.0 8.36 4.00 0.956 0.40(1)
117Sn 15.66 5.02 254.0 8.38 4.00 1.04 0.46(1)
116Sn 15.68 4.19 266.0 8.41 4.00 0.773 0.46(1)
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Conclusion on the Oslo method 

  Level densities 
–  Good agreement with evaporation spectra 
–  Fine structure → Cooper pair breaking 
–  Thermodynamics → Pairing phase transition 

  Radiative strength functions 
–  Good agreement with GDR, primary γ intensities 
–  Soft M1 resonance, low-energy enhancement 
–  Excellent description of capture γ spectra (total+TSC) 
–  Need comparison with (γ, γ’) results 



Conclusion 

  Statistical spectroscopy is a useful tool to investigate nuclear 
structure, complementary to discrete spectroscopy 

  Oslo method a success, good agreement with other methods 
–  Evaporation spectra 
–  TSC, total cascade spectra, photoneutron σs 
–  Need good comparison with (γ,γ’) results 

  New physics results 
–  Pairing phase transition (phase transitions in finite systems) 
–  6.5 µN

2 M1 resonance at 3 MeV in deformed rare-earth nuclei 
–  Low-energy RSF enhancement in Mo, Fe, V, Sc 
–  Pygmy resonance in stable Sn isotopes 
–  Establishment of TSC method following p capture (not discussed) 
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